Under the agreement for 2015
Albany Hills State School will receive

$197,250*

*Estimated on 2014 data. Actual funding will be determined after 2015 enrolment data is finalised.

This funding will be used to

Student achievement is at or above like schools in NMS, MSS and U2B across all areas of NAPLAN in 2015
All teachers are at least at a Proficient standard in their teaching practices (as measured by Australian Institute of Teaching and Leadership)
Students who have not reached school benchmarks and/or NMS will have a researched based educational plan enacted to bridge the gap

Our strategy will be to

Data collection provides for regular (each Term) analysis of student achievement and progress towards targets
The School Curriculum and Pedagogical Plan provides clear guidance for teachers to enact (and monitor effectiveness) the expected curriculum
Planning and review meetings for each year level will be held (1/2 day in Term 1, 3 in Term 2, 2 in Terms 3 and 4)
Year level coordinators and school leaders will engage in PD and planning each term focussing on implementation of school priorities in classrooms
Enhance the position of the 0.5 Head of Curriculum to full time
Engage external curriculum consultancies in Mathematics, Science and English, all with a focus on implementation of the Dimensions of Teaching and Learning
Devise classroom and intervention programs to address the learning needs of students, including those below NMS and those with potential to work above their year level curriculum expectations
Develop and implement an Early Years oral language program (intervention)

Our school will improve student outcomes by

Relief from class duties for teaching and Special Education staff for professional development, planning and review meetings: $83 860
Relief from classroom duties for Year Level coordinators and school leaders for professional development, planning and review meetings: $26 820
Supplement the wages of the Head of Curriculum wage to enable a full time position as a curriculum and pedagogical leader: $60 000
Utilize external expertise in English, Mathematics and Science to build the research and pedagogical base of staff: $49 000
Implement intervention programs for students below NMS or school benchmarks: $20 000
Develop and implement extension programs for students to achieve at levels higher than year level expectations: 10 320
Develop and implement an Early Years oral/phonics language program: $30 978

Includes Total: $280 978

Principal name
Rod Mason
Position Principal
School Albany Hills State School

School council chair name
P&L President
School Albany Hills SS

Includes $83 738 carriage

Great state. Great opportunity. And a plan for the future.

Queensland Government